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ABOUT THE AUTHOR ~ INTRODUCTION

The Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff is the noted founder of New
Thought International, Inc. (An Association of Global Centers for World
Peace & Enlightenment). She is also the celebrated author of the stunning
evolutionary series of books ~ Global Divine Consciousness, on the next
step in spiritual advancement for the greatest benefit of all Humanity.
Dr. Linda has spoken nationally and internationally on Highest
Consciousness Themes, and was honored to receive her Doctorate at the
United Nations 50th Anniversary. Dr. Linda combines the best of the East
and the West in her timeless teachings of Truth.
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IMMORTALITY NOW & FOREVER
INTRODUCTION
“LIFE AT THE SUMMIT (Life From the Summit
Point of View)!”
~ REVEREND DR. LINDA DE COFF

D

ear Reader:

In this book on the Immortal Essence of our ever on-going
lives, Dr. Linda poses the provocative question: Are death, dying
disease and aging ideas born of Spiritual Perfection, or are they of
the Mortal Mind…an imposition on the vital life of God, animating
every cell and atom of each and every being that exists?
If not, perhaps “Now is the Time” to let go of these
debilitating concepts forever, and begin to live our every moment
from the consciousness of our Divine and Immortal Life and Gifts,
running through our very bloodstream, learning how to avail of the
radiant properties, and enhance every moment by living in the
consciousness of utmost Realities…abiding forever in the elixir of
Divine Truth, bringing Heaven to Earth!
Dr. Linda reveals the luminous Truths of Being and offers
Enlightening Keys on How to Extend Your Life indefinitely, through
the realization of the “Immortal I Am within.” ~ ever transcendent of
time and experience, ever empowered to rise anew.
v
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In the realization of your Immortality Now and Forever, you
will never be the same and all of life will resonate in new-found
freedom, love, light and joy.
Let us know ourselves as God knows us to be. Let us rise
victorious and bless our every waking moment with the Divine
Breath taking us far and beyond issues of the past. Through the
consciousness of our Immortality Now and Forever, death, disease
and dying can become a thing of the past, as the Immortal, everrenewing components of Divine life itself cause us to extend our
lives on this plane or any other, just as far as we choose Let our
lives pulsate with the radiance of the Sublime. Rejoice as you meet
your Divine and Eternal Self!
So Be It ~ And So It Is!

“THE ULTIMATE PROMISE”
“I am Ageless ~ Birthless ~ Deathless Being.”
EXCERPT ~ SONGS OF ETERNITY

Beloved:
The purest Truth of body is that it is the most exquisite temple
and manifestation of the perfection of God ~ the microcosm in the
great macrocosm ~ as orderly as the planets in their orbits ~ as
luminous as the stars ~ as harmonious in function, as the most
awesome symphony. The fulfillment of the ultimate promise and
conversion into the Golden Body of Light ~ is the blessing for all,
who realize this.
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The fact is we are the Eternal Resurrection; and upon truest
illumination; complete transformation and transfiguration, indeed,
take place. When you spend time making sure that only constructive
thoughts pour through every atom of your life system, the Light
within begins to release and pour out, even through the skin ~
reflecting the luminous content of your golden mind and heart.
As Emerson said: “Every thought is scripted on our face.” A
person’s mental and emotional content cannot be hid. Let your body
reflect the God-Light of your being. Let all body systems report the
Truth of your great harmony and an infinite perfection residing in
you, now.
Know and ever affirm: “I am the Resurrection and the Life”
~ eternally transmitting my God Essence through myself ~ mentally,
emotionally, physically in all my ways. My nervous system is the
great harmonic symphony of God.”

And So It Is!

Now, let us delve into the supreme healing powers of the
Divine Self within, unfolding the transcendent strengths, powers and
capacities of the One True Self. Know that each time you center in
Highest Consciousness, you are now poised to experience instant
miracles, as the reservoir of perfect and unlimited healing energy is
freed within you. So, keep your most cherished goals of transcendent
freedom uppermost in your mind, as we journey together to explore
the Immortal Life and stellar attributes that are already ours.
For those who wish to truly incorporate Immortal and selfexistent aspects of the eternal Life Principles ~ throughout this book,
enjoy the profound consciousness raising exercises and soaring
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meditations… for your very practical application and utmost
elevation of your soul.
Be sure and take plenty of time, as you read through the
empowering chapters, contemplating each for as long as you need to
incorporate the consciousness-raising summit ideas being
considered, applying to your every moment and towards the
actualization of you every noble goal.
Always strive to live above and beyond any experiences of
the moment, realizing that “There is nothing that cannot be healed,
perfected and transformed through the perfect Immortal Life and
pure Light of God within you.”
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CHAPTER ONE

LIVING YOUR IMMORTALILTY NOW!

Living Your Immortality Now!
“THE ULTIMATE PROMISE”

I AM THAT I AM!
AND RIGHT NOW I DECLARE
THESE WORDS...THROUGHOUT ALL OF CONSCIOUSNESS ~
SO THAT EVERY SENSE, CELL AND VITAL FACULTY OF
FORM AND FUNCTION MAY HEAR AND RESPOND TO THE
GLORIOUS TRUTH!
I AM ONE WITH THAT WHICH IS SUBLIME AND ETERNAL...
A PERFECT, BEAUTIFUL BODY PATTERN OF PURE GODLIGHT!
I AM ONE WITH GOD IN ALL!
MY SOUL'S PATTERNS AND MEMORIES NOW RESPOND
TO THE EXQUISITE TRUTH OF EXISTENCE ~
I AM AGELESS, DEATHLESS, BIRTH LESS BEING.
NO MATTER WHAT ENCUMBRANCES
I HAVE ACCEPTED OR ACCUMULATED AROUND ME ~
I NOW STAND FREE TO LIVE AND BEAR WITNESS TO THIS
DIVINE FACT ~
ESTABLISHED FROM THE BEGINNING!
MY BODY CAN NO LONGER BECOME OR BE A WASTE-BIN
FOR NEGATIVE SPECULATION, PROJECTION OR
ACTIVITIES…NO MORE!
I BELIEVE IN AND UPHOLD, LIVE AND REFLECT ~
THE DIVINE PATTERN AT ALL TIMES!
I AM A BODY OF LIGHT...KNOWING!

Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff
NO MATTER WHAT I REMEMBER NOW WHO I AM
AND MY RESURRECTED BODY TELLS THE
WELCOME TRUTH ~
AS EVERY MOLECULE OF DIVINE INTELLIGENCE
ACCELERATES, RAISES AND VIBRATES
WITH UNFATHOMABLE BRILLIANT LIGHT!
I KEEP MY CONSCIOUSNESS ON HIGH
AND LET CHRIST LIGHT
RESTORE MY EVERY ATOM, TISSUE AND FIBER OF BEING!
THANK YOU GOD! I AM THE RESURRECTION
AND THE LIFE ~
THE WHOLE DIVINE IDEA MADE MANIFEST…
ON EVERY LEVEL AND IN EVERY WAY!
I REJOICE ~ I AM THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN
COME TO EARTH
AND ESTABLISHED IN MY BODY-BEING
AND RECORDED IN MY SOUL'S BLUEPRINT!
I AM ETERNAL LIFE LIVING FOREVER IN A BODY OF
LIGHT!
~ AND SO IT IS!
MEDITATION EXCERPT FROM “SONGS OF ETERNITY ~
CONTEMPLATIONS, TREATMENTS & MEDITATIONS
ON THE WORD OF GOD!”

LIVING YOUR IMMORTALITY NOW!

CHAPTER ONE

LIVING YOUR IMMORTALITY NOW!

As we begin our ascent in consciousness to grasp the lustrous
Immortal Truth of Being, I encourage the reader to take a moment to
just relax and let go all thought-taking, and right now take a deep
breath to the count of seven if you can, and then hold seven, and then
release once again to the count of seven, twenty-one being the
Divine number of completion. If you are unable, do what you can.
This is centering and preparing to receive of illumination from the
Divine center of yourself.

Now then, in order to access our Highest Good, we must
know that this Highest Good (the ultimate potential expression for
every aspect of life) is already resident in our Highest
Consciousness, the summit, where we may sit in the regal place at
the right hand of the Father. The point of breathing so deeply, richly
and fully, filling every cell and atom of being with the Light of God,
is not only to regenerate every atom of being, but to bring that
consummate Divine energy up ~ to bring the breath up ~ to circulate
1
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the Divine Breath, not only increasing and rejuvenating brain cells,
but bringing the energy up to make contact with the Ultimate and
Highest point of Consciousness within.

Herein forever exists the complete substance of all your
good. When we say the Kingdom of Heaven, we mean the Kingdom
of Heaven is the Kingdom of Highest Consciousness ~ Highest
Awareness of ourselves as one with the Infinite, one with the primal
Light that animates and empowers all of being.

So to us, our good is the completeness of Divine Life ~ and I
love this equation of what the Divine Name of God means – we
know that the all-inclusive name of “God” equals every form of
good. So whatever the good is that you have in mind for yourself,
know that this objective is God- in- you right now, the substance of
richest Divine Life in expression that you are seeking to bring forth.
That is how the substance of God appears to you…in a form that you
can personally recognize and that speaks to you of the Divine
Presence and Power…that speaks to you of fulfillment.

In the wonderful book, “When You Can Walk On Water,
Take the Boat” ~ the author recounts his very moving story of how
he met God in his life, in a most personal and meaningful way. He
had suffered much difficulty in his business and finances, and was
seeking a new position. Through a series of miraculous encounters
rich in Divine Guidance, the protagonist was led to seek a position in
2
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a top-notch firm. In one instance, he walks into the office of a very
large and successful company located on the top floor of a soaring
building that stretched high into the skies.

He had obtained an

appointment with the President, God. God’s offices were all in
white with the most glorious architecture, and when he entered he
was greeted with aplomb and welcomed by the President, God itself,
appearing as a very well-appointed man in a marvelous white suit,
who then proceeded to choose him for the highly desirable position.

Here was God, speaking to him in a way he could recognize,
becoming the completeness of the healing good sought. This is how
the Law of Mind and manifestation works for us, when we are
centered in Divine and fulfilling ideas, whether it be a business
position, a perfect relationship, perfect healing from some traumatic
event.

So remember this. When you are thinking in terms of
good for yourself, whatever that might be, whether it is defense,
whether it is protection, whether it is supply, whether it is support ~
always know, as the great Emma Curtis Hopkins says, “God is my
support. God is my supply. God is my unfailing answer to every
prayer and to the healing of every condition imaginable.” When we
call upon the Divine Name for whatever we need, this Divine
Substance turns into utmost solution, through the stream of our
conscious knowing, recognition and acceptance, moving upon the
waters of being to become, on the physical manifest level, that which
3
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we so desire. So it really behooves us to commune in that place from
whence all our good does come ~ the place on High, Divine Mind, in
us ~ not afar off, but right within the depths of our very own soul,
the flame of Divine Life always moving to become the likeness of
our thought.

Through meditation and Spiritual Mind Treatment, we
contact the Divine Source within. Treatment is the most elevated
form of prayer, wherein we recognize the completeness and power
of the Divine Presence and Power regarding our situations, rising far
transcendent of circumstances into the Divine Realm, where all
answers exist. And for those of you who aren’t familiar, know that
when we become conscious beings, aware of the power of ourselves,
we also move into the domain where we understand we are
responsible for the flow of our thoughts, realizing our experience
depends upon what we are thinking into the Creative Mind.

Throughout the metaphysical world, Treatment is regarded as
the most powerful tool, the consummate way of using your mind
definitely in perfect order to establish a new current in your thinking
pattern that forms a mold that then allows the experience sought to
come through. Treatment is so very powerful because it aligns you
with your Divine Source, the very Truth of your being, over, above
and beyond, and regardless of your experience, and powers you in a
clear, focused direction, where the all-encompassing mind of God
can respond in full to you.
4
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The lustrous subject of our thought throughout this book is
about “Living your Immortality Now” and the implications of
arriving at that state of consciousness that transforms all in your
world, and brings you very definitely and immediately to Higher
States of Being and experience than ever before. Let us prepare.

SETTING THE GOAL

Now, breathing in and out of the radiance and completeness
of Divine Life ~ Think of yourself in the purity of Highest Light, in
your original body of perfection, before destructive habits formed ~
in the radiance of pure Divine Light. Every aspect of yourself, your
atomic body is pulsating with the Light of Perfection.

Ask yourself, where have I gone off course? Is this natural to
the Divine Me? If not, be willing to shed it all that you may return in
all of body, mind and being to the beneficence of First Cause.

Now, taking a deep breath of peace and newly absorbing the
perfection of the one Divine Self, return to the present, and
remember all that you now want to change, all destructive habits you
want to let go of for the sake of the Divine You; all that you want to
transform and uplift, merging in the pure life of the most High ~ that
you may extend your life indefinitely, recognizing always only one
First Cause, One Presence and Power of unconditional Love and
Light, reigning supreme over all in your world.
5
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It is something else, a new and Divine world… to live from
that consciousness that you are, as all the great masters have said, the
Infinite, Eternal, Light and Energy of God-in-action, moving
throughout

your experiences, throughout lifetimes. With a

consciousness and an awareness of your Immortal and Eternal
existence filling your every moment, it stirs up that fabulousness,
that profound and unassailable courageousness, knowing every step
you take shall be victorious, catapulting you to a very Divine state of
being, unleashing that Light of Faith that lets you know that
regardless of whatever is in front of you now, that obstruction shall
pass. You shall overcome, because of the life of God in you.

We are assured that as soon as we have discovered the
Divine Principle inherent in any challenging experience and fully
activated in our life and situation, that experience will release us,
will dissolve to forever flow downstream into the nothingness from
which it arose, and we are then eternally free to go on. It is so
wonderful to know that nothing has come to devastate us.
Everything has come to empower us, and when we do become clear
about a thing and ascend into our Divine relationship with it, we also
simultaneously become free of the need for it to ever occur again.
And that is part of the real Eternality of our Spirit ~ that problems
were never the goal. The goal of life is not to throw you ceaseless
problems, nor for you to go round and round the karmic wheel over
and over again, never rising out. The goal of life is your forever
emancipation.
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CHAPTER THREE

CELEBRATING YOUR IMMORTAL
ESSENCE
~
“EXTENDING YOUR LIFE INDEFINITELY!”
183
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Realize, we can go on these inner journeys at any time, by
meditating within, and should often… envisioning the brightest
possible future for ourselves, because like Christ said it is not
enough to eliminate something or say no, we have got to now extend
our vision beyond the parameters and boundaries we perceived
ourselves in before… to get a greater vision for ourselves because
truly without vision the people perish.

Every time, we have a vision that is greater than our now
state, that gives the length of our will a place to go to, to form. But
if you say it is over at a certain point, that is it.

Constantly evolve your inner pictures of yourself to greater
and more fulfilling stages. Stretch your consciousness to include the
good, the better, and the best every moment. Feel your possibilities
in God, and place your whole confidence in an eternally wonderful
future for yourself.

Feed it with your good vision and practice

expanding your vision for yourself always to include the greatest
concepts that speak of life unfolding on greater and greater, more
richly rewarding planes of existence. Always be extending your
vision to include greater, greater, greater, greater.

So you see, the whole thing of destiny all rests in our choice.
The future is our decision, and our vision precedes us… Vision and
decision lead the way.

Daily determine the Highest and Best

Outcomes for yourself, filled with the radiance of the Divine.
248
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If you can realize how powerful your consciousness is, you
will guard your thought patterns. And as many great ones have said,
strive to get to the place where nothing proceeds from your
consciousness save that you which you would like to see manifest in
your life return to you.

There was a time, and many times I am sure, when cultures
have come to the glorious point we are at now, where they have
become transcendent, have opened up to the secrets, have learned
their identity, and then somehow got caught in power-plays, and the
collective society failed to grab hold and rise one rung further. Yet,
there was a time when not one negative thought was entertained. If
you looked up in Webster’s Dictionary “the beginning of time,” you
wouldn’t see one negative word. Persons wouldn’t even have known
what that was.

So it is for the individual to stream out all of this
accumulated negativity, remembering negativity equals death, and to
the degree that we are hanging out in a negative thought field, we are
careening toward that unfortunate fate…encumbering and limiting
the beautiful Immortal Light within, ladening ourselves with more
burden, and moving right toward an unwanted destiny ~ just playing
the old scenario out all over again.

The only way straight up and out is by practicing right
thought, right action, right knowing of who you are in essence…the
249
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Immortal life of the Creator Divine. Never forget. It doesn’t matter
what the feeling is or what may be going on in your life, you always
want to remain centered in Divine Awareness of your beloved
Divine and Immortal Self. This is called “living beyond
appearances”, and the guarantee of certain outstanding success,
knowing; “Regardless of whatever appears, I am one with God.”
This force is the mighty force that causes you to walk on the water,
to soar above and beyond the vicissitudes of the world, victorious in
every challenge.

This is the force that is transcendent and whereby you can
change literally your magnetic field to become a radiant field of
Light. It is very easy to succumb to the lesser, and the human aspect
just wants to get into those feelings, to get into the stuff. Yet, all of
that just drags us down, binding us to the wheel of repetition and
creating more bondage. It is only by conscious choice that we can
stop ourselves midstream and change the trajectory of destiny, by
using the Divine capacity of self-observation, exercising our gift of
choice and consciously changing so that only that which we want to
experience as our living reality proceeds from our every sacred silent
thought, expectation and action.

Place no caps on yourself ~ knowing the completeness of the
Divine is in you. Think not in terms of time and space ~ only in
terms of manifesting greater and greater Light in the Eternal Now ~
the spark becoming the Immortal Flame.
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